The Computer Museum

Museum Interns
Teach and Learn
"People have taught me things all my
life," says Ye-Bun Benjamin "Ben" Lui.
"Now, I can show them." The 16-year-old
Roxbury Latin School junior did just that
in The Computer Museum's new Resource Center. Last summer, he and Dan
Wells, 17, a senior at Cambridge School
of Weston, worked as interns at the
Museum. "I wanted to do something
meaningful and also learn more about
computers," said Ben, a Hong Kong
native. At 12, because two of his teachers used computers, Ben also became
interested in them. He began programming in BASIC and soon after won a
Boston citywide computer contest in the
educational games category. Ben
decided to intern at the Museum after
being "impressed with the technologies" on a visit two years ago. Hoping to
major in physics, computer engineering
or math, he is sure his Museum experience will help.

Walk-Through Computer
The Computer Museum plans to build a
giant walk-through computer to address
the question:"How do computers work?"
The exhibit-the first of its kind ever
built-will employ state of the art technology and stunning theatrical effects to
stimulate curiosity and leave a lasting impression, as do the walk-through hearts at
the Franklin Institute and the Chicago
Museum of Science and Industry.
The Walk-Through Computer will feature
a 25-foot long working keyboard and
bumper-car sized mouse. When visitors
stand at special video input stations, a
computer will capture an image of their
own face on a giant monitor.
After walking into the computer through a
doorway in its see-through chassis,
people will watch the data for their own
face as it flows through the computer.
They will be able to peer right inside the
RAM, disks, and buses. Behind the processor the "CPU Theater" will contain a still
larger blow-up (times 500) of the microprocessor. Synchronized voice and lights will
follow the program executing at a radically slowed-down rate. High-level
instructions will be tracked, giving people
a glimpse of software.
A room full of learning stations will

explore the nitty-gritty of the computer's
operation for those who want to learn
more detail. Topics will include binary
numbers, boolean algebra, building a half
adder, how a transistor works, assembly
language, and operating systems.
The distinguished panel of advisors to the
exhibit includes Art Bardige, Director of
Learningways; Daniel C. Dennett, Professor of Cognitive Science, Tufts University;
Allison Druin, Tell Tale Technologies;
Signe Hanson, Director of Exhibit Design,
Boston Children's Museum; Danny Hillis,
Founding Scientist and Director of Research, Thinking Machines; David
Macaulay, author-illustrator of The Way
Things Work; Philip Morrison, Institute
Professor, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; Phylis Morrison, author and
producer of science materials and programs, and co-producer with Philip Morrison of the PBS series, The Ring of Truth ;
Jonathan Rotenberg, President, The
Boston Computer Society; Richard Rubinstein, Manager of Technology Assessment, Digital Equipment Corporation.
The Museum has already raised $262,000
of the $750,000 needed for the exhibit. If the
remaining funds are pledged by the end of
1989, the Walk-Through Computer could
open as early as spring, 1990.

Dan Wells was busy helping the Collections Department maintain a library database. "I love being around both old
and new computers," he
explains. It was
love at first
sight. At age
nine, he learned
how to use one
of the original
Apple lIs. Cerebral palsy had
limited the
range of motion
in his hands,
and the Apple's
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began to learn
BASIC and is now
considering
building his own IBM/AT-compatible
microcomputer. He plans to enter a
branch of science that uses computer
skills and hopes to continue interning at
the Museum this fall because, he says,
"I like how everyone here works together."

